Ephesos
So, can I get a recap?
Etris
Yeah, we worked our way out of the dungeons.
We're now on the surface near a nice little pond.
Kaval
We fought a bunch of goblins, and the wire-spider.
Also, there are plants and statues here.
Etris
Also, did I eat my fish?
Ephesos
I seem to recall you were dividing it up to cook.
So, yes. I think we can assume that you ate it.
Etris
Though Kaval was the only one interested...
Okay.
Kaval
Mmm, fish.
Ephesos
What's everyone doing?
Etris
Sleeping.
Lindy
I borrowed one of John's hats to shave in the mirror of the pool. ;)
Kaval
Are we finished we sleeping, or still at it?
Conall
I want to look at the statues and see if any are alive.
Kaval
I'd like to look at the bases of the statues here. How sturdy are they?
Etris
Conall and Thuja took watch.
Ephesos
They're pretty sturdy. It will take more than a nudge to break them off.
Conall
Are the statues alive? Can I talk to them? "Hello Mr. Statues!"
Ephesos
The statues do not respond.
Conall
What shapes are the statues?
Kaval
Hmm. Would it be possible to knock them over with more than a nudge?
Ephesos
The statues depict what seem to be goblins striking heroic poses. It's a little unsettling, now that you've had a close look at them.
With your expertise in breaking things and turning them into weapons, it looks like it might be possible to break off a statue. However, wielding a four-foot marble statue might be impractical.
Lindy
I look around at all the exits.
Just take an arm.
Kaval
No, no, I'd like to knock it over, break it, and wield a piece.
Ephesos
The exits from the courtyard all look similar. However, two of them lead towards the forest, and three lead away.
Kaval
And maybe carry some smaller pieces to throw.
Etris
I'd like to wake up now. Do I need to roll for it? :-P
Conall
If any of them have a stone sword you could take that.
Thuja
I think we should head towards the forest.
Ephesos
You're awake, Etris.
Kaval
"Just a moment, uh, whatever your name is again. I'm working on a project here."
Ephesos
As luck would have it, one of the statues features a goblin dramatically pointing a sword skyward.
Conall
"Want me to knock that one over for you or break the sword out of its hand?"
Kaval
"Knock it over."
Conall
"Lets hope the sword doesn't shatter then."
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kaval
"It's made of stone. It'll be way heavier than a proper sword."
Etris
(Woo! The dice might be friendly this time!)
Lindy
(You just jinxed it.)
Etris
(Oh. Whoops)
Ephesos
Conall strikes the statue with unprecedented force. Unfortunately, this almost completely shatters it.
The sword is now in several pieces.
Kaval
I pick up as many throwable-sized pieces as I can. "Okay, I'm good to go. Somebody mentioned a forest?"
Temmyn
(Worst 20 Ever)
Thuja
"Yes. Either route, I don't care."
Kaval
"Okay, let's take the one on the left." I go that way.
Etris
I follow Kaval.
Lindy
I get my potion bottle back from Etris and fill it with water from the pond before I follow.
Thuja
I follow.
Ephesos
The left passage is crowded with multi-colored lichen. It practically covers the walls.
Kaval
"Great, more fungus. Don't touch it."
Ephesos
Roll Perception.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Conall
"I think there's someone to our right"
Thuja
"More goblins, you mean?"
Etris
I draw my sword. "And to think, I was hoping this would be a quiet day."
Conall
I don't know. If there are goblins what if its that one me met outside the labyrinth
Kaval
"That was more of a gnome, wasn't it?"
Conall
I call out to the voice. "Hello again!"
Thuja
"Huh? Gnome? What?"
Ephesos
There is no response for a while.
Kaval
"I'll explain later, when Conall's done giving away our position."
Etris
"I find it better not to question the madness, Thuja."
Ephesos
Then, you hear a "Bah!" followed by footsteps walking away from you.
Lindy
Should we chase him down?
Conall
Lets go.
Etris
"I don't see why not."
Conall
I run after the footsteps.
Kaval
I follow.
Etris
I go after the footsteps.
Thuja
"Fine." I follow.
Kaval
Also running.
Ephesos
Er, "towards the footsteps" is a wall.
So, SMACK!
(no damage)
Conall
Can we climb it?
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Kaval
"No, you idiot! Lichen!"
Etris
"It didn't harm us when we walked into it."
Kaval
"Eh, good point, I guess."
Ephesos
Conall climbs over the wall. Surprising the rest of you, he somehow climbs back over the opposite wall into the passageway.
Conall, surprised by the abrupt shift in perspective, loses his footing and falls to the ground. 1 damage.
The lichen does not react.
Conall
"Errm, I should have seen that coming."
Etris
"Back so soon?"
Kaval
"Maybe we should try the other exit from the statue garden."
Lindy
I heal Conall.
Etris
"I think we should just keep moving. Our paths might meet up with this person at a later point."
Kaval
"Yeah. Plus, he's probably another jerk. Let's keep going."
Ephesos
Farther down the passage, you come to a four-way intersection. Only one of the passages leads towards the forest, and it appears to be blocked by the ruins of a small cottage.
Etris
I approach the cottage.
Thuja
Can we go into the cottage?
Ephesos
It's not really an intact cottage so much anymore, as it is a pile of cottage bits.
Kaval
Could anyone be hiding in it?
Lindy
I rummage through the bits for anything useful.
Ephesos
There are a lot of cobwebs around here. Between that and the piles of debris, it's entirely possible that someone or something is hiding there.
Kaval
I get out one of my statue-bits, and cover Thuja.
Etris
I pick through the ruins, weapon at the ready.
Thuja
"Why are you covering me in fragments of marble? Have I mentioned that I hate you all?"
Kaval
(I meant "cover" as in "prepare to throw at whoever attacks him." And also, I meant Etris instead of Thuja. Whoops. :/)
Thuja
(I understood the cover part, but it was funnier this way. :P)
Kaval
(Ah, okay. :P)
"Hey, Etris, keep an eye out for anything I can use."
Ephesos
(People who searched have been notified.)
You all watch as Etris wordlessly pulls a sandbag from the wreckage and slings it over his shoulder.
Kaval
"Huh. Is that it?"
Etris
"Looks like."
"Wow, this is heavy..."
Lindy
"Hey Etris, what do you make of this book?"
Ephesos
Lindy extracts a book from the piles, and passes it to Etris.
Lindy
"It's pages are all blank and stuff."
Etris
I examine the book.
"Interesting..."
"You want it back, Lindy?"
Lindy
"Yeah."
Etris
I hand Lindy the book back.
Lindy
Well then. Where to next?
Conall
"So is the book important, or useful, or anything other than a blank book?"
Etris
"It's got some sort of magic around it."
"But I can't tell what it does."
Kaval
"Huh. Should we experiment?"
Lindy
"Anybody got a pen?"
"Or can anyone start a small fire on the end of this piece of rotten wood I have so I can draw with charcoal?"
Conall
"I doubt most of us are even able to read (glares at Thuja), let alone write. Why would we have a pen?"
Kaval
"Hey, I can read and write!"
Etris
"Well, I can give lighting some wood on fire a shot... But if I set the entire cottage on fire, it's not my fault."
Lindy
"I spent many a year studying the scrolls of archaic writing while in the priesthood."
I hand Etris a piece of wood to set alight.
Etris
I focus some sunlight on the end of the wood to set it on fire.
Ephesos
The wood bursts into flames immediately.
Thuja
"Trees are much more interesting when they're standing. Why should I want to learn how to read?"
Lindy
"Blow it out Etris, before it's consumed. Any suggestions for what to write?"
Etris
I put it out, and hand it back to Lindy.
Ephesos
You all hear something shift under the pile of cottage.
Lindy
I step back from it.
Etris
I hold my weapon ready and back away.
Kaval
I back away, too.
Thuja
"Come out, whoever or whatever you are!"
Ephesos
Roll Perception.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Thuja
"There's someone under there. I think they're friendly."
"Or maybe it's a cunning trap. Either way, we should help them."
Etris
I approach cautiously, sword at the ready, and lift some of the rubble off of whatever's underneath the cottage.
Conall
I'll help.
Ephesos
There's really rather a lot of rubble. It will take a while to clear it.
Thuja
"Who are you under there, anyway?"
Ephesos
There is no response.
Lindy
I help clear the rubble.
Etris
I dig slowly, keeping an eye out for trouble.
Thuja
I start clearing away rubble as well.
Ephesos
It takes the better part of half an hour, but you're able to zero in on where you think the noises were coming from.
But with all of you chipping in, you've cleared all but maybe half a foot of rubble from the ground.
Suddenly, a section of rubble jumps upward.
Conall
Is there anything underneath?
Lindy
I step back again just incase.
Etris
I leap back, preparing for a fight.
Ephesos
You can't tell, it's still covered in rubble.
Kaval
I dig at the rubble some more.
Ephesos
Kaval clears out more rubble, and finds a metal door that appears to be set into the ground.
Thuja
"Open it."
Etris
"I'm glad you guys are so cavalier about this."
Kaval
I open it.
"What's the worst that can happen that hasn't happened to us already?"
Lindy
"Death?"
Etris
"I don't know, and I don't want to find out."
Ephesos
The door opens, revealing a deep vertical shaft. Immediately behind the door, you see a surprised-looking person standing on what appears to be the wall.
Temmyn
"Er... hello?"
Thuja
"Death would be an improvement."
Etris
"Maybe for you. Personally, even if it means living in this bizarro world for the rest of my life, I'd prefer to live."
Temmyn
I gingerly step closer to the door, rather afraid of gravity.
Kaval
"Hi, what are you doing down there?"
Conall
"Hello. Who are you, and why are you standing on that wall?"
Thuja
"Lindy, do you have your cloth rope he could hang on to just in case?"
Lindy
"I think it's done." I hand over the rope.
Conall
"In case of what? For all we know he's one of them bad guys."
Temmyn
"I'm Temmyn. And why are *you* standing on the wall?"
Ephesos
The newcomer appears to be holding a jar of preserves.
Kaval
"Now I feel hungry."
Etris
"If that's the case, we'll stab him. What do you mean, standing on the wall?"
Temmyn
"Er... please don't stab me, thank you very much. If that's all right."
Thuja
"Look, do you want to join us up here or not? Wasn't that you calling for help?"
"I mean, if you've changed your mind, I totally understand."
Conall
"Well, you did ask nicely, which is more than some of the strays we've picked up..."
Kaval
"I can close the door if you want."
Temmyn
I crouch down low and try to inch over the edge of the door to test how this gravity thing works.
Lindy
"Or you could grab the rope and let us pull you through."
Ephesos
Temmyn inches closer to the edge of the door, and then abruptly flops over onto the ground.
Amazingly, the preserves remain intact.
Temmyn
(Didn't notice the rope. Well, no matter.)
Lindy
I scribble a test in the book when no one's looking.
Temmyn
I pick myself off the ground and awkwardly pat off the dust.
Lindy
I start grumbling.
Kaval
"So you have a name or do we get to make one up for you?"
Lindy
"Stupid magical paper."
Conall
"He already said"
Temmyn
"Where the hell am I, anyway? This is not my cellar."
Conall
"Temmyn, right?"
Temmyn
"Yes, Temmyn Backus, at your service."
Conall
"Service? What do you do?"
Temmyn
"I... uh... I fix stuff. I guess. I'm a mechanic."
Kaval
"Why were you in that hole?"
Conall
"Oh sure, now we get a mechanic, after we just fought the big metal bug..."
Temmyn
"I don't know. Just a while ago I was in my cellar, getting these." I hold up the jar. "Then I was in that corridor... pit... whichever."
Etris
"Hm... That's interesting."
Kaval
"But you were standing on the wall in there. Think I can do that too?"
Thuja
"Considering that this Jareth person wants to keep people out, he's remarkably bad at it."
Etris
"Just what I was thinking, Thuja."
Temmyn
"Who's Jareth?"
Conall
"He runs the place. Got a thing for tight trousers and glass balls."
Kaval
I carefully try to walk on the wall in the hole
Conall
"Oh, yes. And welcome to the Labyrinth."
Temmyn
"Labyrinth? Did I land in some kind of amusement park?"
Ephesos
As Kaval edges towards the hole, he starts to tip over. It looks like he'll fall in if nobody stops him.
Thuja
I grab him and pull him back.
Lindy
"I for one am not amused."
Conall
"Heh, amusing for Jareth, maybe."
Kaval
"Thanks, I guess we can't do what Temmyn can and walk on walls."
Lindy
I suck on my finger and grumble some more.
Thuja
"Right. Can we move on now?"
Etris
"That's the best idea I've heard in a while."
Thuja
"We heard something from the right earlier, right? Maybe we should take that path."
Etris
"But that takes us away from the forest."
Kaval
"Sounds like a plan. Want to come with us Temmyn?"
Temmyn
I take a look around to examine my new surroundings.
"I guess I can't leave the way I came. Yes, I'll join you..."
Etris
I head down the path toward the forest.
Ephesos
There is a ear-splitting screeching noise. You all look over to see Lindy rubbing a copper piece on the pages of the book.
Etris
Scratch that.
Ephesos
(Both the passage you're in and one back at the intersection lead towards-ish the forest.)
Conall
"Lindy, what are you doing?"
Etris
"Lindy, what are you doing?"
Thuja
(I thought the cottage blocked the passage we are in.)
Ephesos
If you really worked at clearing the rest of it, you might be able to get by. However, the heavier rubble is between you and moving forward.
Lindy
All I did was rub a copper on a page of the book.
Kaval
Could I climb over it?
Ephesos
You're not sure if it's stable, but it might be possible.
Kaval
"I say we just turn around."
Etris
"Alright."
Lindy
I follow.
Kaval
I go back the way we came.
Etris
I head back to the intersection.
Ephesos
You return to the intersection. To the left, a passage leads sort of towards the forest. To the right, the passage leads away.
Conall
"Left, anybody?"
Etris
"Well, we might as well get to the forest."
I head left.
Kaval
I follow.
Thuja
I follow.
Lindy
I follow the others
Temmyn
I follow the others towards the forest as well.
Ephesos
This passage slants upward, gradually narrowing to a mere three feet across.
The walls are patterned to some extent, with bricks of varying sizes.
Eventually, it terminates in a wooden door.
Lindy
I tap the bricks on the wall as we walk past.
Ephesos
The sound echoes.
Temmyn
I'll examine the door.
Ephesos
The door appears to be mundane. You can't spot a lock on it.
Temmyn
Does it have a handle, though?
Ephesos
It does not.
Etris
I push on the door. Does it open?
Conall
"Try speaking to it. That always works."
Ephesos
The door swings open, creaking loudly.
Etris
"You remember the last time we talked to doors?"
Kaval
What's behind it?
Temmyn
(The worst thing in the world, presumably.)
Ephesos
The scene in front of you is nothing short of bizarre.
Lindy
"Don't forget to take the door off and but it on backwards and then open it."
Kaval
"Remember what I said before. Next time a door gives us any guff, we burn it."
Ephesos
There is a bright golden throne in the middle of a square chamber. A familiar-looking individual is relaxing on the chair, with several goblins tending to him. A few appear to be fighting in a corner for his amusement.
When the door opens completely, the figure smiles and stands up. That's when you notice his golden codpiece.
Conall
"oh boy" (muttered)
Etris
"Hello."
Ephesos
The goblins freeze as Jareth speaks.
Temmyn
"You know this guy?"
Ephesos
"Lovely, more pests."
Etris
"Funny, I was thinking the same thing."
Ephesos
The throne disappears in a flash of lavender-colored smoke.
He turns to one of the goblins who had been fighting.
"Looks like another one opened. Find it and close it, or I'll wear your skin as a sportcoat."
Etris
"Seems like you're losing control of your domain, Jareth."
Conall
I'm going to step through the doorway.
Kaval
"Before he closes it, can we use it?"
Ephesos
"I think not."
Temmyn
I follow behind Conall.
Etris
I enter as well.
Lindy
"Jareth, think you could give me a hand with a book I'm trying to read?" I ask as I step in too.
Kaval
As the others talk, I try to slip behind the door.
Unnoticed, I mean.
Ephesos
"Again, I think not. Don't think I haven't heard you cursing my name as you trample my front lawn."
"It's been positively dreadful. Your negative energy is polluting my citadel."
Conall
"Then let us out, you big hippy."
Lindy
"I thought we made a few improvements to the land scape."
Ephesos
Jareth lazily waves a hand at you, and a bolt of lightning spits from his hands, striking Lindy and Conall for 2 damage each.
"I don't take kindly to insults. If you want to settle this fairly, then bring it on, you bunch of pansies."
Etris
"You want to fight?"
Kaval
As they argue, I climb the wall behind the door as quietly as I can.
Ephesos
"You all seem quite intent on it."
"And you there, don't think I can't see you."
Conall
"Fairly? You're bound to cheat. Use some of that mumbo-jumbo magic you just sprayed us with, or something."
Ephesos
He throws a glass ball at Kaval.
Etris
"And that surprises you, considering you keep trying to kill us?"
Kaval
I jump down and duck.
Etris
"You know what? Screw this."
I draw my weapon and fire a bolt of force at Jareth.
Ephesos
Roll it.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Lindy
"Whoa, everyone! Calm down a second."
Thuja
Eph: How many goblins are in the room with Jareth?
Ephesos
It looks like there are 6.
Kaval
What happened to that glass ball?
Ephesos
The force bolt glances off of Jareth's ruffled shirt. He chuckles, waves a hand, and the glass ball he had thrown at Kaval returns to his hand.
Temmyn
"Holy crap!"
Ephesos
With Etris wrapped up in his own attack, Jareth launches the orb at him without interruption.
A cloud of locusts erupts at Etris's feet. They begin trying to eat him.
Temmyn
"Guys, I get the feeling we're outclassed here. Shall we run?"
Thuja
"Ha! This is awesome!"
Kaval
"Help Etris first!" I swat at the locusts.
Etris
I burn stamina. Fire a shockwave to hit the locusts and, if possible, Jareth too.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Ephesos
By spending a stamina point, the locusts are dispersed, having only had a chance to deal two points of damage to him.
Lindy
"You didn't want us here in you Labyrinth in the first place. I don't think we much enjoy being here either, so we must be able to find someway of pleasing you and us at the same time. Don't you think so Jareth?"
I spend a stamina to heal Etris
Thuja
(Wait, Lindy.)
Lindy
(I wait)
Thuja
(You might as well heal everyone after this is all over.)
Ephesos
"I don't think so."
"The only pleasure I'll be deriving from you is enjoying your slow, painful demise."
"Of course, should you struggle too much, I shall banish you to the Bog of Eternal Stench."
Kaval
"That can't be worse than standing near Thuja."
Ephesos
He starts juggling three orbs.
Temmyn
"You know what? I think you pulled us here on purpose. You're sick."
Lindy
"About the orbs, how did you come up with such a clever device like it?"
Thuja
I try to sneak over to the nearest goblin and whisper, "Why do you serve him?"
Etris
I glare at Jareth. "Is that it? Is that all you've got?"
Ephesos
"Believe me, if I had the chance, I would seal every portal to this realm and live in isolation forever. But no, you fail to understand the nature of the universe."
Temmyn
"Which is?"
Ephesos
Jareth flicks a finger towards Etris, whose shortsword sprouts a pair of large bat wings. It starts struggling upward.
Jareth sighs.
Lindy
"We could help you seal these portals, even seal ourselves out so that you don't have to bother with us again."
Ephesos
"You know nothing of portals."
Kaval
"Guys, this is getting us nowhere. We want to live. Jareth wants us to die slowly. Nobody gets what they want if we stand here antagonizing him."
Ephesos
"And I believe we've had this conversation before. I cannot let you leave. More portals can be opened."
Lindy
"So teach me."
Thuja
(Still sneaking...)
Ephesos
The goblins recoil as Thuja approaches.
"Really? You want a fragment of knowledge of the universe? You think that you can handle it?"
Conall
"Wait. So we could leave through a portal that was opened?"
Ephesos
"I have gone farther and seen more than you could ever hope to, and you think you can comprehend my knowledge?"
"Portals are not that simple. There are wards on this realm preventing you from leaving through these... accidents."
Lindy
"If you explain it slowly I might get some of it."
Ephesos
"If you think you can truly comprehend it, then take this."
Jareth tosses a glass ball to Lindy.
Lindy
I grab it with my hands
Kaval
"Bad idea, Lindy."
Temmyn
"If you can ward the portals one way, why not ward them against the outside?"
Lindy
"He tossed it to me, it wasn't throwing it at me."
Conall
"At a guess, because he's master of this realm and not of others."
Ephesos
"Your offer intrigues me, however. These... minions of mine, they are slow. And unreliable. However, you seem to be their match in both."
Temmyn
"I'm sure we'll reach a point where trying to kill us is more trouble than letting us out."
Lindy
I look into the glass ball.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Ephesos
"You'd be surprised."
He tosses the other two orbs into the air, strikes a heroic pose, and vanishes.
Kaval
Did the orbs vanish, too?
Ephesos
The orbs are still moving upward.
Temmyn
I move forward and attempt to catch the balls
Once they start falling, I mean.
Etris
Did the bat wings on my sword vanish?
Ephesos
The wings remain, and the sword continues struggling upwards.
Kaval
I John behind the door again. "Are you guys getting even dumber?"
Thuja
I step outside the room.
Temmyn
"These balls seem to be at worst kind of nasty, and at best kind of useful. Not that dangerous."
Kaval
"You're new. One turned into a giant drill with legs once and tried to kill us."
Etris
"Does that include the one that summoned an unstoppable killing machine?"
Etris
Alright, try to break off the wings.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Etris
(Oh, crap)
Temmyn
"I might be able to help with that, Etris."
Ephesos
Some of you are puzzled by Lindy, who appears wholly preoccupied with the glass orb in her hand. She completely misses what happens next.
As Etris tries to break the wings off of his sword, it breaks out of his grip and flies skyward.
The two orbs plummet back to earth. The first one strikes the ground, and explodes in a shower of what appears to be barbeque sauce, coating the entire chamber.
The second orb strikes the ground, producing a shower of sparks, and then a small swarm of tarantulas.
Then, the orb in Lindy's hand abruptly vanishes, and Lindy staggers to the ground, dazed.
Kaval
I throw a stone at Etris' sword.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Temmyn
I attempt to zap Etris' sword with my lightning spell (bad odds, I know).
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Ephesos
Temmyn's spell deflects Kaval's rock, and the sword flies off into the distance.
Temmyn
Oops, sorry.
Thuja
Did I make it out of the room in time to avoid the sauce?
Ephesos
Thuja and Kaval managed to duck out of the room and avoid being covered in sauce.
Etris
I use a force grab to try and pull it back.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Kaval
"Every time we get a new guy, he's worse than the one before."
Thuja
Are the goblins still in the room?
Ephesos
A few straggling locusts momentarily attack Etris's face, keeping him from finishing the spell.
There are still six goblins in the room, covered in barbeque sauce and licking their lips.
Etris
Wait a second, aren't we in a closed room?
Kaval
No, there's the door we came in by.
"I say we clear out, and let the spiders eat the goblins."
Temmyn
I inch away from the spiders and the locusts and back out of the room.
Ephesos
Temmyn looks concerned.
Temmyn
"I don't... like bugs."
Kaval
"Let's leave them, then."
"Conall, get Lindy."
Thuja
"Well, you stay well away from them, then."
Conall
"Why, whats wrong with her?"
Etris
I look around. Are there any other exits from this room? Or other notable details besides the barbeque and the bugs?
Temmyn
"She got knocked out by the glass ball."
Lindy
I sit up slowly
Conall
"She looks fine to me..."
Ephesos
You all notice a section of floor moving around. At first you think it's spiders, but then you notice a humanoid form under the sauce.
And there are three other exits.
Lindy
I shakily try to rise to my feet, breathing hard.
Ephesos
The goblins, still distracted, start eating some of the sauced-up spiders.
Thuja
"Hmm. Do we want to try another direction? Quickly?"
Kaval
"Wait, there's somebody else in here." I go over to the sauce-covered humanoid and try to pick him/her up.
Etris
"Oh, you moron..."
Ephesos
It's John. He's rather stunned.
Temmyn
"Where did HE come from?"
Kaval
"Let's discuss it later. John, can you move?"
Lindy
"The orb is my bet."
Etris
Do any of the exits align with where my sword flew off?
Ephesos
None of the exits align with your sword's path.
John just thrashes around, trying to get the spiders off.
Conall
I'll grab John by his collar and hoist him up.
Etris
I head for the exit closest to my sword's flight path and exit.
Kaval
"Come on, let's go before more weird stuff happens. Bring John." I follow Etris.
Ephesos
The goblins, apparently sated, slump against the walls of the chamber.
Conall
I'll also help Lindy to her feet and will help her walk.
Ephesos
This path leads away from the forest, and slopes abruptly downwards.
In fact, before long, it drops off into a deep chasm.
Kaval
How wide?
Ephesos
About thirty feet. And you can't see how deep it is.
Conall
"Okay, lets go back to the sauce and spiders, shall we?"
Thuja
"Good idea."
Etris
"Do we have much of a choice?" I head back.
Kaval
I follow.
"Too bad about your sword."
"That's the danger of over-specialization, you know."
Etris
"I'll have to find another one. Or maybe it'll fly past at some point."
Temmyn
"Which way should we go instead?"
Thuja
"And of taunting powerful magicians."
Kaval
"Toward the forest?"
Etris
"Lead on."
Thuja
I try to approach the goblins again.
Ephesos
The goblins are non-plussed. One of them belches.
Thuja
"Can you speak our language?"
Ephesos
The goblin shrugs and belches again.
Kaval
"What do you think of Jareth?"
Thuja
"Okay, no. You can just nod then, I guess. Do you serve Jareth willingly? I mean, having to fight for him doesn't sound like fun."
Lindy
I stumble around the chamber.
Ephesos
The goblin belches twice.
Kaval
"Maybe it's one belch for yes, two for no. Is that right?"
Ephesos
The goblin scratches itself.
Kaval
"Well, maybe not."
Etris
I head out the exit that heads toward the forest.
Kaval
I go, too.
Temmyn
I follow Etris.
Thuja
"Ah, forget it." I follow.
Ephesos
John finally stops thrashing around.
John
"Aaargh! Spiders!"
"Aaargh! Barbecue sauce!"
Lindy
I follow slowly.
Ephesos
He's alive, the thrashing is just more organized now.
John
"Kill the spiders!!"
"AAARGH!
Lindy
"Don't kill the spiders. They're not doing anything to you."
John
"MY HATS ARE COVERED IN BARBECUE SAUCE!!!!"
"NOOOOO!!!!"
Thuja
(So Conall is carrying John, right?)
Kaval
"We're all covered in barbecue sauce. Well, except me and Thuja."
Conall
(Well, I said I was, but yeah, he's thrashing, and that's gonna be hard to carry :p)
Etris
Starts licking the barbecue sauce off of himself while he waits.
Ephesos
So, are people doing anything?
Etris
I'm waiting on John and whatever's going on back there.
Kaval
We're taking the forest exit, right?
Etris
That's the plan.
Temmyn
"I'd like to /go/, and away from the spiders if possible."
John
Yes! I'm going to kill whoever made the barbecue sauce happen.
Kaval
"So let's go. John's clearly okay."
Temmyn
I head down the exit.
Kaval
"Or as near to it as he ever gets."
I go, too.
Etris
I head out, licking the barbecue sauce off of myself.
Thuja
"Oh gods. Is he wearing a fish on his head under that barbecue sauce?"
Etris
"By the way, John, remember when I said you owed me?"
Lindy
I check the book to see if the barbeque sauce can write on it.
Ephesos
The passage continues straight along, and the forest comes into closer focus. You're still not quite there, though.
John
I draw a hat with which to kill the first sign of life and follow the rest.
Etris
"I need one of those razor hats."
John
"Never. On second thought, have one. They're covered in crap."
Kaval
"I bet he'll sell you one."
Ephesos
Roll perception.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Thuja
(What are the odds of that?)
Kaval
(For three pre-chosen people, 1/400. For three in a row out of five, more trouble than it's worth to figure out. :P)
Etris
"This passage is getting colder..."
"There's even ice..."
Kaval
"Zombies?"
"Zombies!"
Thuja
I get my weapons out.
Etris
I prepare a razor-har (if I have one).
Temmyn
I shiver slightly as I notice the drop in temperature now that Etris alerted me to it.
John
"A sign of life?! I'll change that!"
Kaval
I get a stone in one hand and my spear in the other.
Lindy
"Anybody have any suggestions on what to do with the book? The charcoal won't draw on it, and neither blood nor barbeque sauce leave any mark."
Conall
"Well, unlife, I suppose."
"Lindy, ask it to divulge, or something."
Kaval
"Focus, Lindy. Zombies."
Thuja
"You could always hit the zombies with it."
Lindy
"Oh, and don't get all banged up please. I don't have all that much energy to heal y'all."
Ephesos
You all stare in puzzlement as Lindy asks the book if it talks. The book does not respond.
Thuja
"There's a lesson to be learned here. Books make you even dumber than you already are. Everyone remember that."
Ephesos
It's gonna be a little harder to wield given the sandbag, Etris.
Kaval
The ice, is it coming from ahead or behind?
Etris
(It's more of a back-up weapon)
"From ahead!"
Lindy
"Looking at that orb really drained me." (Down to 3.)
Kaval
"Oh."
Could I scramble up a wall here?
Temmyn
Wait, the ice is moving?
Etris
"Yeah."
Kaval
"Yes. Last two times, it was a precursor to, and I can not stress this enough, zombies."
Etris
I march ahead, preparing for battle.
John
I'll run ahead to give the zombies a warm greeting. And perhaps a free hat to the neck.
Temmyn
I take out my wrench and walk onward as well.
Kaval
Did I succeed in climbing the wall, or no?
Lindy
I follow slowly at the back of the pack.
Ephesos
Yeah, you can climb the wall.
Kaval
I do so, and walk along it, parallel to the group.
As I do, I watch out ahead of us.
Ephesos
The ice continues to advance towards you, but there's no sign of zombies.
Lindy
"Brr..."
Kaval
"Huh. This is anticlimactic."
Etris
Hmm... Could Elmental Lore help in any way here?
Kaval
I look around in every direction. Can I see anything interesting?
Conall
"Lets just march on ahead."
(I do so)
Lindy
I check walls for secret passages while I follow.
Ephesos
It's ice. The ice appears to coat a large number of the neighboring passages as well. Also, from up on the wall you can see the edge of the maze.
Kaval
"The edge! I can see the edge!"
Temmyn
"Which way!"
Lindy
"Thank heavens!"
Kaval
"We can, uh, go back outside, where we started! Wait, damn..."
Etris
I follow the group into the ice.
Kaval
Which way is the edge?
Thuja
"I thought we were going to the forest. Did you come from the forest or something?"
Temmyn
I'd like to cast my metal-sensing spell.
Kaval
"No, we haven't been there yet."
Ephesos
The edge is the way you're walking right now.
Kaval
"Straight ahead. Like the forest. We might as well keep going, I guess."
Temmyn
Temmyn grumbles for a moment.
Kaval
I keep walking forward, with the others.
Temmyn
"Let's go further. The forest can't be as bad as... oh nevermind, I'll stop talking."
Thuja
I walk into the forest.
Etris
I follow.
Temmyn
I follow Thuja.
Ephesos
The passage widens, and you can see the edge from here, even on the ground.
You hear a clap of thunder, and several gaunt figures appear.
Etris
(Ah. There they are.)
John
I raise a razor-hat that is disappointingly not covered in blood.
Temmyn
"Undead!"
Kaval
I lie flat on my stomach before they see me.
John
"Coward!"
Etris
"What's gotten into him?"
Temmyn
Do they attack?
Ephesos
Between you and the exit stand several zombie-like figures. One of them stands about seven feet tall, and wields a pair of familiar-looking wooden crosses.
John
I am humbled.
Ephesos
The other zombies (there are seven others), start shambling towards you.
Kaval
I commando-crawl toward them, stealthily.
Lindy
"Uh-oh... Hey don't I still have that bone cross somewhere?"
Thuja
"What do the crosses do?"
Ephesos
Yes you do.
Kaval
Without leaving the wall, of course.
Temmyn
I cast my lightning spell at the zombie with the crosses.
Etris
Fire on one of the approaching zombies with a beam of concentrated light.
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Lindy
I pull out my crosses to see if I can make them interfere with the other zombie.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Ephesos
The taller zombie jerks one hand upward, and the others dodge your spells with uncharacteristic grace.
John
I move to the back of the group where I can safely throw my hats. I'll target the tall one.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Ephesos
The attacks targeting the tall one are blocked by two of the lesser zombies, who leap into the air with a borderline-disturbing motion.
Kaval
Once I'm as close as I can get, I stand up and throw a stone at the nearest one.
Thuja
"Okay then. I attack the taller zombie with my axe. The pointy side."
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
John
If the small ones are going to protect it, then I'll target one of them.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Ephesos
John's hat goes wide, which creates an opening for Thuja to attack. The tall zombie jerks another one into Thuja's path, but Thuja's axe cleaves it in twain.
Thuja
"Woo!"
Ephesos
This enables the other five zombies to attack Thuja. Two of them land blows, dealing four points of damage to him.
Thuja
"Ow."
Lindy
I aim a blast of holy power at the zombie with the crosses.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
John
I'll try to retrieve the other hats, if possible, before I throw again.
Conall
I'll swing my metal bar at at one of the zombies attacking Thuja.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Kaval
While the grunts attack Thuja, I throw another stone at the cross-zombie.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Ephesos
The zombies dodge out of the way.
Temmyn
I send another lightning bolt at the tall zombie.
Thuja
I attack one of the zombies around me.
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Ephesos
Thuja's axe severs a zombie's arm.
John
Never mind. I'll just get them later. For now, I'll just throw at the cross-zombie.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Etris
Scan the Tall Zombie (Divination). What are its stats?
Ephesos
The others dodge Temmyn's bolt, right into the path of John's hat. One of the lesser zombies now has a hat stuck in it.
Conall
Attack again!
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
John
I'll finish what I started and target the zombie with the hat in it.
Kaval
I'm going to keep throwing stones until it works. I aim for the big one again.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Etris
Fire a sunray at it, and try to keep it going continuously. (use stamina)
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Ephesos
Slow down!
Kaval
Sorry.
Ephesos
Two of the smaller zombies swing at Conall, and one catches his arm (3 damage). Two others swing at Thuja, and miss.
Lindy
Yes... I haven't even seen my first attack result yet.
Ephesos
You missed.
The fifth one, propelled by the tall zombie, flies at John. It pulls the hat out of its chest and cuts John for 3 damage.
Thuja
(Tell us when you're ready to go again, Eph.)
Ephesos
The tall zombie barks an order in a death rasp, and the zombies re-form around it.
John
I'll try to rip the hat away from the zombie and stab it.
Ephesos
It shakes a cross at Etris, and the sunray goes wide. The rest of the party Johns to avoid it.
John succeeds in ripping the hat away, but the zombie takes the opportunity to bite him for 2 damage. Kaval succeeds in denting a zombie's skull, but two more fling themselves at him and claw at his chest (3 damage).
Temmyn
Third time's the charm? I try my luck with the lightning again, this time spending a stamina. I'm aiming at the tall zombie, so that I will hit either it or the lesser zombies should they try to block it.
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Thuja
I attack the zombie with the missing arm.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Etris
I launch a blast of force at one of the normal zombies.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Ephesos
The tall zombie shakes a cross at Temmyn, whose arms jerk upward. The lightning bolt goes wide.
Thuja downs the zombie with a missing arm.
The force blast misses.
Thuja
"Yeah!"
Etris
(...the dice are hating me again.)
Lindy
I attempt another blast at the cross weilding zombie.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
John
I'll retreat to the back and throw from a safe distance. At that cheeky zombie that keeps hurting me.
DICE
John rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Conall
I'll attack one of the zombies who attacked me earlier.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Kaval
I stab at one of the zombies attacking me with my spear.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Ephesos
The throwing hat misses.
Conall misses.
Temmyn
(Zombie with voodoo powers. I hate this place.)
Ephesos
The tall zombie jerks the zombies back around it, evading the attacks.
John
(How much HP do I have?)
Temmyn
"We need to whittle down the defenders first, I guess!"
Ephesos
John has 1 HP left.
Enemy action now.
One of the normal zombies leaps up to where Kaval is perched, and drags him back down into the corridor. The zombie lands on top of him, and deals 2 points of damage.
Two zombies charge at Conall, and both strike, leaving deep claw-marks on his back. 4 damage.
Another zombie breaks from the pack and charges Etris, catching his off-hand with a claw for 2 damage.
The last normal zombie swings a clawed hand at John, nicking him for one damage. He collapses to the ground.
The tall one gasps out a terrible laugh.
(Another point of order.)
John is at 0 HP. However, he has 7 stamina. He's not dead yet, just bleeding out and unconscious.
Resume.
Temmyn
"Oh, I've had enough of this. EAT WRENCH, SUCKERS!" I charge at the lesser zombie that looks most damaged and try to clobber it soundly, spending a second stamina point.
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Conall
I'll swing at both that attacked me, and try to get both. I'll burn a stamina point too.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Kaval
So we can all act now? I stab at the ghoul that landed on me with my bone spear.
Etris
I hit the zombie that attacked me with a blast of force.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Thuja
"Lindy! Heal John! Now!"
Lindy
I heal John as much as I can with only one stamina. "I'm getting to it!"
Thuja
I attack another small zombie.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Ephesos
Kaval and Conall miss, as the zombies jerk out of the way. Etris's force, which barely misses, prevents a the tall zombie from concentrating on Thuja's target. Thuja hits, crippling its leg. Temmyn takes out both of a zombie's legs. Lindy heals John to 1 HP, spending one stamina. John is still stunned from the damage.
Enemy action.
(Oh, and John drops to 5 stamina from almost dying.)
Thuja
(I could have used that one point, though. I could have crippled two legs like Temmyn. :P)
Ephesos
The tall zombie hisses, and the others regroup.
The zombie who menaced John, however, breaks from the pack and charges at him. John just barely manages to roll out of the way.
Two zombies charge at Temmyn. One knocks his wrench away, and the other digs in its claws, dealing three damage and draining one Stamina from Temmyn.
The final two zombies, who are partially incapacitated, are flung ahead by the tall zombie, directly at Kaval and Thuja.
Neither one manages to land a blow, but the force of being struck by a flying zombie still deals 1 damage to each of them.
Your round.
Thuja
I attack the zombie who landed on me.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Etris
(I'm still here, I'm just thinking)
Kaval
I step away from the cripple that hit me, and throw another stone at the big zombie.
Temmyn
I try to grasp hold of the zombie that attacked me and evoke my lightning right through it at point-blank range.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Kaval
(Yeehaw!)
John
I crawl as far away from the battle as possible, saying "don't kill the pipsqueak. He's mine."
Ephesos
Temmyn's lightning misses as the tall one jerks his two attackers back.
Etris
I attack the zombies who are attacking Temmyn while charging the tall zombie.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Lindy
"No way am I healing you again..." I blast the zombie that tried to attack John.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Ephesos
Thuja throws his attacker up against the wall, flattening its ribcage. It's still snarling, however. Etris's force blast goes wide, as does Lindy's spell.
Kaval's stone arcs perfectly, headed directly for the tall one's skull. However, at the last second, it positions a cross between it and the rock. The rock is propelled right back at Kaval, knocking him to the ground and dealing 4 damage. The blow also takes one Stamina.
Conall
"Rawr!" Spend 4 stamina and and charge the Big one with the cross and obliterate it with my metal bar.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Ephesos
The tall zombie throws the two crippled zombies in front of Conall, who are instantly obliterated. However, the sheer force of the blow knocks the two into the tall one, knocking him back a bit.
So, enemy action.
Thuja
(Nice.)
Etris
(Phew)
Ephesos
The zombie menacing John bends down and takes a bite out of his shoulder, dropping John back to 0 HP and down to 3 Stamina. He passes out again.
The last two able-bodied zombies charge Conall, but one trips over the other, and the tall one has to yank them back.
Thuja
(Why the heck didn't we deal with the zombie by John before?)
Temmyn
(Because he insisted we let him get killed.)
Ephesos
The tall zombie stares intently at Conall, and rasps something in a long-forgotten language.
Lindy
(I tried... )
Ephesos
End of enemy action. Go. John is still not dead, just bleeding out again.
Temmyn
With the zombies regrouped, I try to make a dash for my wrench.
Kaval
I spend 3 stamina, and throw a rock at the zombie attacking John.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Lindy
I need motivation. Who wants me to heal John?
Temmyn
(I'd help John, but I'm more apt at fixing machines.)
Thuja
(Who has first aid? Just Lindy?)
Etris
(If we get out of this alive, I'm probably dropping a point in it)
Temmyn
I pick up my wrench and charge the zombie menacing John (assuming I can do that in one action)
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Etris
I launch a force blast at the two able-bodied zombies.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Temmyn
(The dice hate us)
Ephesos
Temmyn picks up his wrench, but stumbles and can't charge the zombie. Kaval's rock hits the zombie eating John, drawing its attention. Etris tries to blast the zombies, but the tall one makes them dodge.
Conall
"You're next big boy" Spent 1 stamina and smash the big zombies face in with the metal bar.
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Thuja
(So, the zombie attacking John will go after Kaval next, right?)
Kaval
(Fortunately, I've got 4 HP left! I'm unsinkable!)
Ephesos
Conall swings his bar at the tall zombie, but he finds himself face-to-face with one of the normal zombies. The attack misses as the normal zombie shoves Conall out of the way.
Temmyn
(I have 7 points left of each, I believe.)
Lindy
So... no one thinks I should try to heal John?
Thuja
"At least try to, dang it!"
Temmyn
(I do. I'd miss him and his hats.)
Kaval
(Yes, heal John. Yeesh.)
Lindy
I use one stamina to revive John then immediately pump a healing potion into him while tossing the other one to Kaval.
Thuja
Right. I attack the zombie that was menacing John as well.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Thuja
Darn. My lucky streak finally ended. :P
Ephesos
Thuja's attack misses, as Lindy crams a healing potion down his throat. Kaval manages to catch the other one.
John is revived, at 1 Stamina and 5 HP.
Enemy action.
The zombie that attacked John looked like it was headed for Kaval, but then Thuja attacked it. Thuja gets clawed for 3 damage, and has one Stamina drained.
The other two normal zombies, at the tall one's urging, swing at Conall.
Only one of them hits, and it's a glancing blow at that. 1 damage, 1 Stamina.
Party's turn.
Temmyn
(Amazing, we've cut their numbers by half and nobody's dead yet!)
(Despite our best efforts!)
Lindy
I blast the zombie that attacked Thuja.
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Ephesos
Lindy's blast finally downs the zombie attacking Thuja.
Lindy
(Bah... Shoulda let you die. :P )
Kaval
I throw a stone at one of the grunts.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Temmyn
I raise my wrench again, charge and bring it down on top of the head of one of the zombies now attacking Conall.
DICE
Temmyn rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Conall
I make a big swing taking in the two normal zombies to hit them both. (if they are standing that close together, otherwize just one of them)
DICE
Conall rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Etris
Burn 1 stamina and fire a force blast at one of Conall's Zombies.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Ephesos
The stone goes wide, as does Temmyn's wrench. However, Conall catches one of the zombies and crumples it.
Etris knocks an arm off of the last standing zombie.
Thuja
I attack the remaining small zombie.
DICE
Thuja rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Ephesos
With the zombie already subdued by Etris's blast, Thuja is able to catch it before the tall one can jerk it back. It falls, in two separate places.
Enemy action.
Temmyn
(Tall zombie is tall, but alone. We might actually survive this!)
Ephesos
The tall zombie, seeing the last of its minions fall, throws one of its crosses to the floor. It explodes in a shower of ice crystals, which blasts outward, striking everyone for three damage. When the dust clears, the zombie is gone.
Kaval, I need one quick roll.
DICE
Kaval rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Ephesos
Kaval catches a particularly large cloud of ice and falls to the ground. He's badly hurt, but not dead yet. (0 HP)
Etris
"Cowardly..."
Ephesos
John and Kaval are both unconscious.
Lindy
I hand my rope to Etris and instruct him to bandage everyones wounds with it before I use my last stamina to heal Kaval as much as possible.
Etris
I do that.
John
Picking favorites, I see. :P
Lindy
I'd kick you if it wouldn't kill you again...
Ephesos
Erm, gonna need a First Aid roll from Etris. Lindy can assist for a small bonus.
DICE
Etris rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Lindy
Ok, I assist with a roll?
DICE
Lindy rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Conall
"You have anymore potions Lindy? if you do then you can mass heal everyone and I'll force the potion done your throat afterwords.
Temmyn
(I think she has no energy potions left)
Thuja
How much healing do we need if we are all going to rest immediately?
Ephesos
Lindy stabilizes Kaval back to 5 HP, but he loses 2 stamina from the bleeding.
Lindy
And I have two curing potions left, Kaval still holds a healing potion. Tell him to drink it when he wakes up.
Ephesos
Once Lindy mutters a few pointers to Etris, she collapses, exhausted and barely conscious.
Kaval
*groggy* I'm fine. Give it to John, if he needs it.
Is John still passed out?
Ephesos
Yes.
Temmyn
Where are we, by the way? Still in the passage, or in the forest?
Etris
The passage.
Kaval
I pour my healing potion down John's throat.
Ephesos
You're still in the ice-covered passage. Strangely, the ice isn't melting this time.
You can see the edge of the maze from here.
Temmyn
"I hope that doesn't mean there are more zombies coming."
Thuja
"I say we limp to the forest and rest there. We obviously can't rest with all this ice around."
Ephesos
John regains 5 HP from the potion.
Conall
"I can carry Lindy who is passed out."
John
"I'm back! Now where's that zombie?! I'll kill him!"
Temmyn
"I'm not sure; the forest could be dangerous too."
Thuja
"Why did we let him regain consciousness again?"
Temmyn
"He's dead, John. And so were you. Twice."
John
"Beats me."
Etris
(Did my first aid work?)
Ephesos
Etris is able to bandage everyone up a bit, gaining back 1 HP for everyone.
Conall
"Lets move off the ice. I can't rest when its so cold."
Etris
"I'll lead you guys. I'm the only one in half-decent condition."
Conall
I pick up Lindy and carry her.
Kaval
"Okay. Somebody help me support Lindy."
Temmyn
I help Kaval
Thuja
I follow Etris.
John
I'll go wherever the group is.
Thuja
(No one else needs to be helped along, right?)
John
"I do!" (bluff)
Ephesos
Bluff fails.
When you reach the edge of the maze, the ice abruptly stops. For the first time in what feels like days, you're standing on plain, ordinary dirt. A few pleasant shade trees loom above you, and you can see a ways into the dark forest.
Temmyn
"Oh shut up"
Etris
"Alright, I'll help you." Flip John off.
Thuja
I throw myself to the ground. "Ordinary dirt! It feels like home!"
John
I'm going to lay down and rest.
Conall
I set Lindy down to rest against a tree and then lie down and close my eyes to rest.
Kaval
I rest, too.
Etris
I stand watch.
Ephesos
Okay, here are the HP/Stamina totals I have:
Conall: 4/3
Lindy: 7/0
Etris: 9/7
Temmyn: 5/7
Thuja: 4/9
John: 8/1
Kaval: 6/4
Thuja
Well, I'm obviously standing watch.
Etris
As am I.
Ephesos
So, we're resting?
Thuja
Yes.
Lindy
Stars... runes... orbs... portals... They are all one and the same, lines connect them all.
Ephesos
And Thuja and Etris are keeping the watch?
Etris
Yes.
Thuja
Yes.
Kaval
Fine by me. I'm sleeping.
Ephesos
Okay, then let's wrap up.
First, everyone levels up.
Etris
Yay.
Temmyn
Yay!
Lindy
Starbursts and fireworks!
Ephesos
Everyone regains 4 Stamina, except for Thuja and Etris, who regain 3. Everyone regains another hit point. The rest would have to come from Lindy healing.
Temmyn
Dramatic musical crescendo!
Ephesos
So yeah, I think that's about all.
End session.
